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Welcome

T he April business meeting 
was held at Castings 
Technology International on 

the Advanced Manufacturing Park.

We had full use of their board 
room for our meeting.

Richard Cook, the General 
Manager, gave us a presentation 
on the background of CTI and 
detailed their work providing 
advanced casting expertise 
and manufacturing capabilities, 
including computer process 
modelling, design for castings 
manufacturer, rapid low volume 
manufacture of precision castings 
process and material research for 
aerospace and other high-value 
manufacturing sectors.

We then had a tour of the facilities 
led by the Operations Manager, 
Ryan Longden.

One major feature is the largest 
ceramic shell titanium casting 
ever created from a single pour 

Your Director’s update
in Europe.  CTI is the UK’s only 
titanium melting facility and they 
believe it sends a clear signal to 
the country that we are open for 
large scale titanium casting.

CTI is on schedule for its goal 
of pouring over 1000kg of 
titanium for a 500kg part-weight 
centrispun casting by Summer 
2018, testing the boundaries and 
limits of the Retech consumable 
electrode castings furnace.

A most enlightening day with 
members gaining ideas to take 
back in to their own organisations.

I ran a taster session at the 2018 
International Business Festival 
in Liverpool. This was part of 
The Manufacturer’s Women 
& Diversity in Manufacturing 
Summit in June.

The presentation on Leading 
and Managing Diverse Teams 
was on behalf of Skills4uk, one 
of the UK’s leading providers of 
gender diversity initiatives. Skills4 
supports global clients to achieve 
diversity objectives through the 
design and delivery of bespoke 
interventions that deliver 

measurable results to enable our 
clients to develop and utilise the 
skills of their entire workforce.

These programmes have already 
supported over 5000 individuals 
from Companies such as Babcock, 
Atkins, BAE Systems and MBDA.

Entrance to the event was open 
to employees from manufacturing 
businesses.

Interest came from companies 
of all sizes with over 100 people 
attending my session.

UK Steel is staging a one day 
seminar on 27 September 2018  
at London’s Science Museum.

The day will be 
free for BMPCA 
members.

The purpose of the one-day 
conference is to showcase the 
high level of innovation taking 
place in the steel industry, and the 
opportunity the sector represents 
through the supply chain.  More 
information will be available in the 
coming weeks with details of how 
to register.  Please contact me if 
you wish to attend.

Elizabeth Bonfield, Director
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ASSOCIATION NEWS

Who wants to be an 
engineer?
With reports that 76% of the UK 
engineering workforce are over 
the age of 50, it seems that not 
enough young people want to be in 
engineering. 

Unemployment has been reported to 
be at its lowest since 1942 and this is 
having an impact on our members. 

Message from our Chairman
Virtually all of our members are 
having problems either recruiting 
or retaining their workforce. Skilled 
craftsmen are becoming particularly 
scarce and will ultimately reduce the 
amount of business companies take 
on. For those industries who require 
their workers to travel and spend 
extended periods of time away 
from home, this is an even greater 
problem. 

However, on a more positive note, 
several of our members have been 
successful in attracting apprentices 
and this route of development/ 
training is becoming more 
attractive to students leaving sixth 
form than the prospect of running 
up over £60,000 of interest 
accruing debt when taking a full 
time university course. This also 
produces a more loyal workforce 
if managed properly—one of our 
members claims 90% retention rate 
for their apprentices which is an 
enviable position in today’s climate. 

Alternative sources for recruitment 
were suggested to be via ex-
military personnel who already 
have a skill base and can be readily 
trained in alternative engineering 
disciplines. This has already proved 
to be a successful route for at least 
one of our members.

The business climate for our 
members is currently fair but this 
situation is likely to change with the 
new tariffs for steel and aluminium 
exports to USA being implemented. 
Combining these with the never-
ending saga and uncertainty with 
Brexit, things are looking a little 
uncertain. Let us all hope that some 
common sense agreements can be 
found to prevent an all-out trade 
war around the major economies of 
the world, as warnings are already 
being issued predicting a decline in 
the world economies.

Andy Orme, Chairman

The Manufacturing Growth 
Programme Grant scheme

The Manufacturing Growth 
Programme (MGP) provides 
free advice and support to 
manufacturing SMEs to help:

• identify opportunities and create 
plans for growth and improvement

• work with the best external 
experts to implement those plans

• cover up to 35% of the cost of 
implementing the plans through a 
growth/improvement grant

• connect to wider support to 
maximise opportunities for growth

What the MGP means for 
manufacturing SMEs:

If you are an SME manufacturer, the 
Manufacturing Growth programme 
provides many advantages for you, 
including:

• an independent business review 
to identify opportunities for 
business improvement and growth

• a detailed action plan guiding you 
through the process of improving 
your business

• access to matched industry 
experts to provide consultancy 
and/or coaching tailored to your 
needs

• access to grants to co-fund your 
growth/improvement project

How you can benefit:

By joining the Manufacturing 
Support Programme, you can 
benefit from:

• insight into the risks/issues and 
opportunities for your business, 
helping you better plan for the 
future

• understanding of what needs to 
be done to make improvements

• work with new expertise to make 
bring about real development

• reduced cost, helping you make 
the changes you need sooner.
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ASSOCIATION NEWS

A right 
good do…
The BMPCA 8th Annual Sheffield Dinner was 
held in the prestigious Cutlers Hall on 19th 
April this year.

It was attended by almost 60 members and 
their guests.

Unusually we had 3 speakers throughout the 
evening.

Kevin Parkin, our newest Associate member 
and past Chair, kicked off the evening with 
his usual array of jokes and followed up by 
acknowledging how the BMPCA had been 
so well served by retiring Director Bob 
Ruddlestone.

He told of how well Bob had supported  
him as Chair and how Bob had steered the 
BMPCA through challenging times, leaving a 
great legacy for the members and the new 
Director.

He thanked Bob for all his work.

Graham Honeyman followed, calling himself 
and Kevin the Ant and Dec of Sheffield.

He spoke of the current state of business, 
touching on Brexit and how life was as 
normal, despite the politics.

He wished Bob all the best.

Finally after dessert, Bob had the last word 
and entertained us with a list of statistics 
from his time at the helm, particularly 
drawing attention to how the members just 
got on with business.

The Chair Andy Orme presented him with an 
engraved sterling silver carving set, made in 
Sheffield.

The evening closed with networking 
amongst those present.

A right good do…
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The Manufacturer
Published by Hennik Research, The 
Manufacturer has a twenty-year 
heritage of providing news, articles 
and analysis through the print 
publication and website, as well as 
providing opportunities to learn from 
and network with inspiring business 
leaders, and see technology in action 
through our conferences and expos.

The Manufacturer is delighted 
to partner with BMPCA to offer 
members complimentary and 
discounted services and products. 
In addition, if BMPCA members 
are interested in talking about their 
experiences and their business, please 
do contact me to contribute to the 
magazine, or speak at our events.  

Grace Gilling, Managing Director
The Hennik Group

ASSOCIATION NEWS

Digital Manufacturing Week 2018  
(13-16 November, Liverpool) 
BMPCA is happy to announce our partnership with Digital Manufacturing Week!

Digital Manufacturing Week is made up of a series of interlocking events – each of which is the largest in its space:

Smart Factory Expo – Smart Factory Expo is Europe’s biggest showcase 
for the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) – a revolution in manufacturing 
agility, innovation and thinking. This year 6000 attendees from 
technology, finance and manufacturing will visit over 250 exhibitors, and 
choose from over 200 free-to-attend presentations sessions.

The Manufacturing Leaders Summit – Manufacturing Leaders Summit is 
the UK’s largest manufacturing conference, and has been helping set the 
national innovation agenda for manufacturing agenda for 10 years. With 
10 streams, and over 1000 delegates, this conference features UK and 
international manufacturing success stories – with a strong orientation 
towards growth.

The Manufacturer Top 100 2018 – The Manufacturer is scouring the 
length and breadth of the nation to find 100 of the greatest people 
working in manufacturing; 100 unique and uplifting stories of struggle, 
grit, determination, and success against all the odds, personal tales 
of individuals helping to change popular perceptions of careers in 
manufacturing and draw young people into sector. 

The Manufacturer MX Awards – TMMX Awards is the biggest annual 
celebration in the industry’s calendar, attracting more than 1000 
attendees, dedicated to encouraging and promoting competitive 
manufacturing in the UK, and celebrating the very best in the industry

“Last year we had to turn people 
away – we won’t be making that 
mistake again,” laughed Nick 
Hussey, CEO of Hennik Group, 
publishers of The Manufacturer 

magazine, and organisers of Digital 
Manufacturing Week. “We were 
delighted with the response of 
our audience of manufacturing 
directors to our decision to move to 

Liverpool City Region – and we are 
excited to share what we are doing 
to make the UK’s biggest digital 
manufacturing show even better.”
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ASSOCIATION NEWS

The Manufacturer
SMART FACTORY EXPO 2018

Visitor Zones

Six dedicated Visitor Zones group 
together exhibitors thematically, 
and help visitors meet with the 
companies most relevant to them: 
Industrial Automation, Internet 
of Things, Digital Transformation, 
Smart Factory, Manufacturing 
Innovation, and Industrial Data.

Partner Districts

Partner Districts help to showcase 
some of the world’s biggest tech 
companies’ partner ecosystems, 
allowing you to see which solutions 
are most integrated.

Case Study Cafe

Grab a comfy seat and a good 
coffee in our Case Study Cafe – 
and be inspired by a display of UK 
manufacturing success stories that 
take you on a digital manufacturing 
journey, while you rest your feet.

The Business Show

The Manufacturer magazine has 
been covering UK manufacturing 
for more than 20 years, and we 
have some of the brightest minds 
in UK media in our Editorial 
team. Come along and watch 
as we interview the great and 
the good of UK manufacturing 
about their successes and failures, 
quiz exhibitors about the digital 
manufacturing opportunity, and 
rope in passing show visitors to tell 
their story.

Match/Makers

Smart Factory Expo is launching an 
opt-in web networking platform, 
allowing visitors to set-up meetings 
with exhibitors and one another 
at the various meeting points 
on the show floor. If you are 
looking to be a part of the digital 
manufacturing community, and 
want to win a year’s subscription to 
The Manufacturer, make sure you 
sign-up!

Consultant Clinics

Smart Factory Expo has arranged 
for business consultants to be 
on hand throughout the two 
days, available in 15-minute slots 
to answer questions on a range 
of business transformation and 
strategy issues. 

Manufacturing Tours

Sign up for Smart Factory Expo, 
and apply for one of dozens of 
Manufacturing Tours to facilities in 
and around Liverpool. If you’re from 
out of town, take a look for yourself 
at the fabulous infrastructure the 
region has to offer – and some of 
the world-beating manufacturers 
taking advantage of it.

Register for free via  
www.tmsmartfactoryexpo.com

The Manufacturing Leaders 
Summit

This year’s event is bigger than 
ever – and more manageable. Ten 
conference streams feature UK 
and international manufacturing 
success stories – and provide 
delegates focused networking and 
learning opportunities: Leadership, 
Finance, Export Excellence, 
Innovation, Future Factory, 
Digital Transformation, Industrial 
Automation, Big Data, Talent 
Management and Supply Chain & 
Logistics.

What’s  new:

Networking Lunches – Grab a 
sandwich, choose a zone, and 
get a guided group tour of the 
co-located Smart Factory Expo, 
starting and finishing in our 
dedicated VIP Lounge.

Mentor Minutes – Opt in to our 
mentor/mentee matchmaking 
service, and pay it forward by 
giving five minutes of advice to the 
next generation of manufacturing 
talent.

 ‘Hack and Pitch’ Competition 
– The UK’s most promising 
manufacturing technology start-
ups will pitch their big ideas live 
to our audience of manufacturing 
leaders. But there can only be one 
‘Rising Star’. You decide!

If you lead a team and want 
to benefit from the hard-won 
experience of other successful 
manufacturer. 

Register now via www.
manufacturing-leaders.uk
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Liberty’s apprenticeship training 
manager Tony Goddard said: 
“Joseph is a credit to us with his 
talent and positive attitude to 
learning but he is just one of many 
high quality young people on our 
books who will form the future 
backbone of this industry.”

Apprentices recruited by Liberty 
Speciality Steels are supported in 
their development by a specialist 
training centre that the company 
runs in association with Sheffield 
College at its plant in Stocksbridge.

MEMBERS’ NEWS

Joining Procedure Approval Test 
Certificate A

The joining process has been 
developed and used for the repair 
of cast iron products for both 
structural and pressure containing 
components. The process does 

not create fusion within the metal 
joining line and therefore is not 
deemed a welding process.

The testing performed, witnessed 
and certificate issued, is in the 
absence of any current and valid 
BS EN ISO published standard.

The joining process does not meet 
the requirement of a harmonised 
standard as issued under OJ2018/C 
049/0. The permanent joining 

Metalock Engineering UK’s Cold 
Casting Repair Division in Coventry 
has gained Bureau Veritas Approval

South Yorkshire steel apprentice 
Joseph Briggs of Liberty Speciality 
Steels has won the coveted national 
title of Metals Industry Apprentice 
of the Year 2018.

Mechanical apprentice Joseph (22), 
from Rotherham, was chosen by 
The Worshipful Company of Tin 
Plate Workers alias Wire Workers 
in recognition of his ‘exceptional 
development, high-level skills and 
commitment to progression in the 
metals industry.’

A delighted Joseph, who is 
currently based at Liberty’s 
Aldwark Cast Products division, 
received his award on 15 May 
during a high-profile industry 
dinner at the prestigious Painters’ 
Hall in the City of London.

The company, which produces high 
grade steel for use in aircraft and 
cars worldwide, has just finished 
its latest recruitment round of 
apprentices who will train under 
Liberty’s respected skill building 
programme.

Joseph, who has just finished his 
training, has been at the heart of 
Aldwark’s rapid growth drive since 
Liberty acquired the business and 
its sister plant at Stocksbridge just 
over a year ago. Output has risen 
by 63% during that time as Liberty 
aims for full production.

Commenting on his win, Joseph 
said, “It’s a great honour to be 
recognised nationally like this and 
I’m grateful to Liberty for all their 
support and thorough training.  
When I look back at my time since 
joining the apprenticeship scheme 
in 2015, I am amazed at how far I 
have come.  I started as a young 
man with an interest in fixing things 
and am now well on my way to 
becoming a certified mechanical 
engineer.  I have grown so much 
in my academic ability, knowledge 
and skills, and my confidence has 
grown too.  I would recommend the 
Liberty Steel apprentice scheme 
to anyone looking for a career in 
manufacturing.”

procedure has been assessed in 
compliance with PED category SEP, 
I, II, III & IV Pressure Equipment 
with limitations to be assessed 
by Metalock Engineering UK, Unit 
H5, Pilgrims Walk, Prologis Park, 
Coventry. CV6 4QG

Certify that test joints were 
prepared, joint processed and 
tested satisfactorily in accordance 
with the requirements of the 
manufacturer’s standard.

Rotherham steel trainee scoops  
top UK apprentice award
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MEMBERS’ NEWS

We are pleased to 
announce that we will 
take on 33 apprentices 

in September this year to become 
future drivers of the business.

Sheffield Forgemasters’ largest 
recruitment of trainees to date 
includes positions across the 
company ranging from bricklayer 
to degree students in order to 
future-proofs the business against 
an ageing workforce and to source 
new skills-sets.

Recruitment will start during 
summer with the appointments 
made in September, offering fully 
paid, four-year apprenticeships 
to applicants from across South 
Yorkshire and North Derbyshire 
and adopting all new Government 
approved training standards, 
funding and assessment plans.

Rick Frankeiss, group training 
manager, said: “This is an 
extraordinary opportunity for 33 
forward thinking individuals to 
establish life-long careers and good 
salaries, not to mention the chance 
to progress to the top ranks of this 
business.

“The people we take on this 
year will be fundamental to the 
future of this company as we plan 
ahead and look at succession and 
retirements within our operations. 
It is a massive commitment by the 
company in terms of wages, training 
fees and mentoring time, but it is an 
investment for the long-term.

“The apprenticeships will require 
us to adopt entirely new systems 
for training in line with guidelines 
and structures established by 
the Institute for Apprenticeships 
in London, including more 
detailed mentoring and end-point 
assessment for the first time.

“We have to grow our own 
skills base because our work is 
unique and we are looking for 
trainees in such jobs as pattern 
making, machining, foundry work, 
maintenance roles, welding, fitting 
and research and development – it 
covers most of our operations.”

Sheffield Forgemasters has 
been a staunch champion 
of apprenticeships since a 
management buyout in 2005 and 
its chief executive, Dr Graham 
Honeyman is also chair of the 
Engineering and Manufacturing 
Route Panel at the Institute for 
Apprenticeships.

Sheffield Forgemasters launches 
largest ever apprentice recruitment

Rick added: “This is the largest 
intake of apprentices that we have 
committed to and we anticipate a 
high number of applicants and as 
we have taken three apprentices on 
so far in 2018, the total intake this 
year will be 36.

“We expect any candidates to be 
prepared for a rigorous selection 
process with shortlisting followed 
by an assessment centre and 
then a final interview. We look for 
people who demonstrate a positive 
attitude are keen to engage and are 
attentive and willing to learn, it’s 
not for those who want to stare at 
mobile phone screens all day long!”

The largest number of 
apprenticeships taken in a year 
at Sheffield Forgemasters is 28, 
making this the company’s biggest 
single intake and the business has 
recorded an average of between 30 
and 50 good applications for each 
vacancy in previous years.

All of the apprenticeships will be 
advertised on our website and also 
via the Sheffield College, which 
partners Forgemasters in the 
training of its apprentices.

One of the company’s former 
apprentices, Gareth Barker, has 
now progressed through the ranks 
to become director of operations 
and a member of Forgemasters’ 
executive board of directors.
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MEMBERS’ NEWS

Sarclad and German based 
technology company Amepa 
join forces to present innovate 
new concept: TQMS – Texture 
Quality Management System, at 
this year’s 2 day Future of Steel 
conference held in Dusseldorf.

After receiving an invitation for 
the registered concept to be 
included in this year’s program, 
Sarclad’s Head of Global Market 
Development, Peter Unwin,  
delivered principles of TQMS to 

the attendees at the conference on 
behalf of Sarclad & Amepa who are 
working closely together on this 
concept.

TQMS is used for providing quality 
assurance for roll refurbishment 
in rollshops including digital 
inspection at each stage after 
grinding, texturing and Cr plating. 
A new optical scanner developed 
by Amepa will be used for defect 
inspection and for measurement 
of roughness after texturing and 

Sarclad are developing Adaptive 
Texturing to automatically 
compensate for grinding defects.

The presentation was regarded as 
a success by those who attended 
including industry senior executives 
and local political figures 
representing the steel making 
industry in Germany.

Texture Quality Management System 
is presented at Future of Steel 
Conference, Dusseldorf
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www.corewire.com
Follow	us	on	social	media:

Roll	cladding	machines,	
consumables,	strategies	

and	solutions

Contact	us to	discuss	your	roll	issues	and	develop	your	roll	strategy

Exclusively	available	from	Corewire –
Proud	to	be	manufacturing	in	the	UK	for	

over	40	years	

Providing	Global	Roll	Welding	Strategies
Assessment	- Understanding	- Experience	- Knowledge	- Solutions	- Strategies

Roll	Surface	Analysis	and	
Operational	Assessment

Global	Experience,	Knowledge	and	Understanding

Tailor-made	Reports,	
Solutions	and	Strategies

New,	Innovative	
Cladding	Materials

Roll	Lifetime	and	Production	
Efficiency	Improvements
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MEMBERS’ NEWS

The Project

The biomass conversion target was 
to reduce NO, SO2 dust and CO2 
emissions. 

The Solution

The main control panel utilised 
a Rockwell Control Logix dual 
redundant processor solution (5572 
– L72) which communicated via a 
copper Cat 5 and Fibre Optic dual 
ethernet network to remote I/O 
strategically located around the 
plant.  

Three remote units each had logix 
remote I/O which controlled the 
collation and distribution of graded 
Ash – Grit, Course, Medium and 
Fine.  Outload conveying was 

Ash Handling Control System for a 
Power Plant Biomass conversion

also controlled by independent 
remote Point I/O control panels for 
the transportation of Ash to skip 
locations.

An ABB Pluto B46 safety related 
control system was interfaced to 
the Control logix PLC to maintain 
the safe operation of the rotational 
machinery and equipment.     

Operator interface was via Rockwell 
Panel View Plus 7 range of graphic 
terminals (15” main panel) and 
(7”remote panels).

Projects

Generally our warehousing 
projects are provided to increase 
the capacity, throughput and 
productivity of existing distribution 
warehousing or to provide 
electrical automation solutions for 
new warehouse site applications.  

IAC provides electrical automation 
to achieve the requirements 
dictated by the mechanical design 
content of our client design.

The electrical automation enhances 
the Tote transportation systems 
of the base mechanical design, 
which is generally modular with 
conveyors, lifts, transfers, inclines, 
spirals, stops, frame loading 
configured as a complete system to 
meet the needs of the end user.

Recent Solution

IAC worked closely with the 
client engineering team, the IAC 
electrical design ran concurrent 
with the client design process 
and associated bespoke 
documentation.  Typically we 
provide a base PLC per warehouse 
sector, with automation separated 
into local area controls (LAC).  

The solution utilised a Siemens 
S7-416F processor to provide the 
conveying system control, the 
requirements of the safety related 
control system and interface to the 
end user management server.  

Warehouse automation projects
ET200 and ET200SP distributed 
I/O was located around the 
warehouse facility with Profibus 
field communications providing 
data interface for the Tote routing 
related to the server decision 
making.  

TP700 HMI’s were provided for 
operator interface via Profibus to 
the control system.

IAC provided all electrical automation 
control panels and network design, 
manufacture, test, electrical 
installation, PLC and HMI software, 
I/O and rotational commissioning 
and assistance to the client at 
handover with the End user.
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24/7 AUTOMATION 
RESPONSE + SUPPORT

Industrial Automation and Control (IAC) has expanded its  
24/7 site services team into their Northern Office based  
in Chesterfield.

IAC now have two dedicated Northern service 
engineers, who are able to provide 24/7 rapid response 
service and support for PLC, HMI and SCADA systems, 
along with ad hoc maintenance within a 75 mile radius. 

The team are available for upgrades, modifications and 
enhancements, as well as breakdown support when 
required, enabling potential clients access to rapid 
response on breakdowns, reducing downtime and 
providing support for companies who do not employ 
specialist engineers. 

The Northern team is supported by the existing team at  
IAC’s Headquarters in South Wales, which has been  
providing this service for the past 10 years.

IAC Industrial Automation & Control Ltd
Head Office: Newport, South Wales tel: 01633 239000   
email: service@iac-ltd.co.uk   web: www.iac-ltd.co.uk

NORTHERN REGION

PLC    HMI   SCADA   DC+AC    Drives   Servo

SERVICES AND EQUIPMENT
• 24/7 – 365 service and support contracts 
• Contracts constructed to meet client needs
• Adhoc call out to electrical automation related issues
• System upgrades (PLC / HMI / SCADA)
• PLC / HMI / SCADA / MIS systems and software
• Siemens, Rockwell, Mitsubishi, Schneider, Omron, ABB
• Site inventory / surveys / feasibility studies
• Electrical control and automation projects
• Communications network analysis
• Commissioning support
• System training 

 

 
Head Office (Newport, South Wales)
Call: 01633 293000
e-mail: service@iac-ltd.co.uk
 
www.iac-ltd.co.uk (hyperlink please)

FOR IAC NORTHERN SUPPORT CALL
01246 541954

or e-mail: service@iac-ltd.co.uk

“IAC has a wealth of experience in the 
service industry. The addition of our two 
new engineers is an exciting time for the 
business, giving faster response to our 
customers in the North of the UK” 
Tony Dobbs, IAC Service Director
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PRODUCT WORLD

Dry running “fore” vacuum 
pump 

Leybold
leybold.com 

The SCROLLVAC plus, an 

oil-free, dry running “fore” 

vacuum pump, is suitable for a 

variety of applications: whether 

in the laboratory, in large research 

facilities, as a backing pump for turbomolecular and cryopump 

systems, and in vacuum ovens. The unit has low power consumption 

paired with a high effective suction capacity. In addition, with its 

light, compact design, it occupies only minimal space in plants and 

equipment. This makes integration into new and existing vacuum 

systems an easy and convenient solution. The low level of vibrations 

and noise (<55 dBA) further increases the range of potential uses, 

especially as a factor in ergonomic working environments.

Modular double 
valves 

Ross Controls
rosscontrols.com 

Ross Controls has released the M35 

Series safety exhaust (dump) valve for 

Category-4, PL e machine guarding 

applications. The safety function of 

the M35 Series valve is to shut off 

supply of pneumatic energy and to 

exhaust any pneumatic energy from 

downstream of the valve. The M35 

Series double valve includes the 3/2 

normally closed function, dual poppet 

design, and are based on the proven 

technology of the SERPAR Crossflow family of double valves.

 This new M35 Series control-reliable double valve is designed 

with external monitoring for safe redundant operation, and is 

available with or without EEZ-ON (soft start) function. The EEZ-ON 

(soft start) module option allows slower build-up of pressure during 

start-up. The M35 Series valve is enhanced with a modular mounting 

design, allowing flexible air entry system assembly.

� e ultimate solution
for eliminating leaks

24 Hour Shipping Available

Flaretite Seals Proven performance in:
• Construction
• Mining
• Nuclear Power

• Automotive
• Turbines
• Refrigeration 

• HVAC
• Off Shore
• Space Exploration

• Steam Applications
• Marine
• And Much More

Flaretite, Inc. USA 502 S Leroy St. • Fenton, MI 48430 • Tel: 810-750-4140 • www.fl aretite.com

62 FLUID POWER WORLD       11 • 2017        

FPW_Product World_11-17_Vs4.indd   62 11/14/17   2:06 PM
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PRODUCT WORLD

58 FLUID POWER WORLD       2 • 2018        www.fluidpowerworld.com

Sub-base mounted valves for safety
ROSS Controls 
www.rosscontrols.com 

The RSe series of Sub-base Mounted Valves is designed for safety exhaust (dump) and safe 
cylinder return applications up to Category-4, PL e. The safety function of the 3/2 RSe Series 
valve is to supply compressed air to a machine/system until signaled to shut off and exhaust 
any pneumatics energy from downstream of the valve. This reduces the hazards associated 
with the presence of residual pneumatics energy during employee access and/or production-
related minor servicing.

The safety function of the 5/2 RSe series valve is to control the direction of air flow into and 
out of a double-acting cylinder or other pneumatic actuator for normal operation, and to 
return the cylinder/actuator to its home “safe” position whenever a fault occurs within the 
valve. The RSe Series control-reliable double valves are redundant valves designed for external 
monitoring to meet the needs and requirements of safe air supply/exhaust (3/2 Valves) and 
safe cylinder return (5/2 Valves) applications for machinery with pneumatic controls. The 
RSe Series valves have an overall function of a single solenoid pilot-operated, spring return 
valve, and incorporate 
a well-proven spool 
design for a reliable, 
rapid response. Two 
PNP proximity sensors 
are included, one 
for each valve, to be 
monitored with an 
external monitoring 
system. These valves 
are offered in port 
sizes ranging from 1⁄8 

through ½-in.
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Valves enhance machine and worker safety 
By Eric Cummings and Steve Boyette 
ROSS Controls®  Troy, Mich.

It is easy to say that “Safety is everyone’s goal”, but what is really meant by that? 
Sound workplace safety practices can reduce the risk of injury to not only machine operators but to other 
people such as maintenance technicians. Sound workplace safety practices can also reduce the risk of 
accidental damage to machinery and other company assets, or harm to the environment. Common industry 
standards acknowledge that there is no such thing as zero risk, but nonetheless provide guidance to 
machine builders and operators regarding how to minimize risks.  This is commonly referred to as machine 
safeguarding.  Here’s a look at some key factors. 

Control integrity 

The most important point in machine safeguarding is evaluating the entire system, 
not just the electrical portion to minimize exposure to unnecessary risk.  That’s 
because systems are rated based on the weakest link in the control chain. 

Several standards (including ISO 13849-1:2006, ANSI/ASSE Z244.1-2003 
(R2008), and ANSI/PMMI B155.1-2006) defi ne the control system as including 
not only input, sensing, and inter-lock devices but also output devices such as 
pneumatic and hydraulic valves. 

The function of a fl uid control valve mimics that of an electrical-control relay and, 
therefore, is subject to the same rules for classifying safety integrity.  Thus, properly 
specifi ed machine safeguarding systems include provisions for pneumatic valves, 
including: 
 • Must be functionally redundant
 • Must be monitored for faults (including diminished performance faults   

which may create the loss of redundancy) without depending on external  
machine controls or safety circuitry

 • Must return to a safe position in the event of a loss of pressure or other such 
event

 • Able to inhibit further operation upon detection of a fault until it is corrected.
 • Should have a dedicated, specifi c function reset input and should prohibit a 

reset by simply removing or re-applying pneumatic or hydraulic power
 • Must not automatically reset
Control reliability is generally considered safety Category-3 or -4 as defi ned in ISO 13849- 1/ EN954-1 
Standard for all types of circuits.  This ISO standard regarding Category-3 states “a single fault in any of these 
parts does not lead to the loss of the safety function” and that “a fault shall be detected at or before the next 
demand upon the safety function”.  And for Category-4, “an accumulation of undetected faults shall not lead to 
the loss of the safety function.” 

Providing control reliability with fl uid power is not quite the same as with electrical controls, however.  For instance, 
plain redundancy in a safety circuit requires the equivalent function of four valve elements, not just two.  Two of 
the four valve elements handle the inlet function while the other two elements handle the stop function (energy 
release).  Many self-designed systems risk having hidden, potential fl aws, which can lead to unsafe conditions 
because they are unseen, unexpected and, therefore, excluded from design and safety reviews.  A good example 
is the spool cross-over conditions or ghost positions of a valve, which are usually not shown on schematics. 

DM2® Series E 
Control Reliable Valve
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Despite being around and on 
the same site since 1861 Oldham 
Engineering has seen no let-
up in the strategic drive of this 
long established manufacturing 
company. Oldham has gone 
through many transformations 
over the years in order to 
understand its customers and 
strive to deliver nothing but 
Engineering Excellence to all.

Still a family run company and 
preferred supplier to the Nuclear, 
Defence, Rail, Steel, Oil & Gas, 
Subsea & Power Generation 
industries. Oldham Engineering 
is an expert in Turnkey Project 
Management and this unique 
business provides in-house 
complementary services of CAD/
CAM proof machining, Coded 
Fabrication, Medium-Heavy CNC 
Machining, Robot Welding and 
Complex Assembly & Testing for 
batch and one off production. 
Oldham Engineering is one of 
only a handful of companies in 
the Nuclear Industry sector who is 
recognised as a key supplier to this 
market.

For a company with such a long 
history, Oldham Engineering has 
not rested on its laurels, but instead 
is following a well-established 
strategy for growth and success. 
With a dedicated team of highly 
skilled engineers, weld engineers, 
project managers, planners, 

procurement, quality, CNC machine 
operators, fabricators, platers and 
fitters, Oldham has the skills to 
deliver and the overriding values of 
honesty, integrity, trust, loyalty are 
core to the business.

A new management structure 
was introduced during 2015/2016 
to complement the existing team 
and strengthen the Sales, Project 
Management, Estimating & 
Operations departments while also 
increasing the team sizes within the 
manufacturing cells. These changes 
along with a specially developed 
`Business Intelligence’ software 
which integrates seamlessly with 
the real-time MRP system and shop 
floor data capture system, have 
equipped Oldham for the future 
market demands of the Nuclear, 
Defence, Steel & Metal, Offshore, 
Subsea, Power Generation, 
Construction and Transport 
companies it serves.

Having 150,000 sq.ft of premium 
engineering space between its 
2 sites in Oldham and Sheffield, 
affords Oldham the necessary 
expansion it requires. Capital 
investment continues at Oldham 
and they have recently invested 
heavily in a new Cloos Robot 
Welding Cell to improve their 
offerings to the marketplace for 
batch fabrication with optimum 
efficiency. This is a robot that 
can utilise MIG & TIG welding 
techniques as required.

The dedicated 15,000 sq.ft 
Nuclear Manufacturing Cell 
showcases Oldham’s commitment 
to Quality and provides the 
necessary segregation for 
Stainless Steel fabrications with 
ferroxyl monitoring to ensure 
compliance. Its recent transition 
to ISO 9001:2015 QMS UKAS/BSI 
accreditation means that Oldham 
is set for a future with strong 
credentials to support its journey of 
continual improvement.

Training, up-skilling and a strong 
culture of Continuous Improvement 
are fundamental to the business 
success and the team have 
maintained the `Bronze Award’ 
in the recent Investors in People 
review to reflect the strong culture 
of support and improvement. 
Oldham Engineering is proud of 
its achievements and of how it 
has maintained its family friendly 
approach, in an ever increasingly 
difficult market, while showcasing 
professional credentials that many 
larger companies would be proud of.

Oldham Engineering is looking 
forward to the future with 
excitement, while always 
remembering its origins and at the 
prospect of continued success in 
a market place that has benefited 
from its historical dedication to 
Engineering Excellence over the 
years.

150 Years of Engineering Excellence 
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Following 2017’s publication of 
the Government-backed ‘Made 
Smarter’ review, Mike Houghton, 
Managing Director – Process 
Industries and Drives, Siemens UK 
& Ireland, outlines some exciting 
digital technology solutions 
designed to support process 
industries as they embark on 
their digitalisation journey. Mike 
is also advising the All Party 
Parliamentary Group for Trade 
and Investment on topics relating 
engineering in the process sector. 

Digitalisation is the technology 
focus behind Industry 4.0 and it is 
coming down the tracks fast.

A highly digitalised industrial 
landscape promises a data-rich 
interconnected world, 
where seamless technology 
platforms will improve productivity, 
promote flexible production 
capability, create high value jobs, aid 
competitiveness and drive growth to 
support national economic success.

Central to all such ambitions will 
be the uptake of transformative 
digital technologies across our 
industrial sectors, including 
process industries, and work is well 
underway to ensure this happens. 

The ‘Made Smarter’ review, 
which was led by Siemens CEO 
Juergen Maier, outlines most of 
the opportunities the digitalisation 
of industry offers the economy 
in terms of supporting growth, 
high value job creation, skills and 
improving national productivity.

And making the most of this 
opportunity is certainly worth it.

The review concludes that if we 
see the widespread adoption of 
industrial digitalisation, the next ten 
years could see a £455bn boost to 
UK manufacturing, increased sector 
growth of up to 3% per annum, 
the creation of 175,000 jobs and 
the reduction of CO2 emissions 
by 4.5%, according to consultants 
Accenture.

If the wide-ranging The ‘Made 
Smarter’ recommendations are 
implemented, the report authors 
believe Britain can become a world 
leader in the fourth industrial 
revolution, improve its current lack 
lustre productivity levels, generate 
high value jobs, and, ultimately, 
support economic prosperity.

With a vision for industrial digital 
technology adoption now set out, 
process industries looking to take 
advantage of what it offers can 
already access some key digital 
technology solutions that can pave 
the way to enhanced performance 
and future competitiveness.

The digital enterprise and the 
digital twin

All process companies are under 
competitive pressures and must 
find a balancing act between the 
need for production flexibility to 
launch products more quickly to 
market while satisfying individual 
customer requirements, and at the 
same time comply with legislative 
constraints and ensure process 
safety and high product quality.  
Meanwhile, productivity and 
efficiencies need to keep rising to 
control costs.

Go digital for a competitive edge

To satisfy commercial and 
operational ambitions to provide 
individual solutions for customers, 
a reduction in plant maintenance 
responsibilities or improve plant 
availability, the answer lies in the 
digital enterprise.

The digital enterprise involves the 
integration of hardware, software 
and services programmes to record 
and intelligently leverage the vast 
quantities of data that processes 
can create.  

Companies can also take a further 
digitalisation step towards linking 
the virtual and real production 
worlds through the simulation 
of machines and plants courtesy 
of digital twins. The ability, for 
example, to respond flexibly to 
individual customer requirements 
with small batch sizes, calls for the 
use of simulation solutions along 
the entire value chain. 

This is where the digital twin comes 
into its own, precisely duplicating 
and simulating the properties and 
performance features of a physical 
product, a product line, a process 
or a complete plant in the virtual 
world before a single screw needs 
to be picked up in the real world.

Manufacturing in Congleton
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A central data platform and high 
performance network components 
are the basis of a digital twin that 
can be used to map and optimise 
an entire plant lifecycle.  The 
common data platform enables 
all of the disciplines involved in a 
project to generate a common data 
model.  This permits most of the 
processes usually carried out in 
sequence to be executed in parallel, 
thereby saving valuable time and 
expenses.  

Likewise, for plant availability 
objectives, the digital twin can 
drive tangible benefit. To increase 
the availability and reliability of 
a process plant, the mechanical 
assets must be monitored 
since they are often the prime 
cause of unplanned downtime.  
Simple communication between 
the control system and the 
maintenance tool, plus access to 
all plant data via the digital twin, 
accelerates predictive maintenance 
and repair measures. The result: an 
optimised plant.

MindSphere

To further support businesses 
towards a digitalised and 
connected future, MindSphere, 
provides a cloud-based, open 
operating system. Created 
by Siemens, it is a strategic 
technology platform that allows 
industrial process customers 
to connect their machines and 
physical infrastructure to the digital 
world, and harness data volumes 
from intelligent devices to drive 
operational insight, productivity 
gains, flexible manufacturing 
options and upscale efficiencies.

The MindSphere platform provides 
powerful real time data analytics 
and connectivity capabilities, tools 
for developers, applications and 
services, enabling users to evaluate 
and use data streams, enhance 
performance and optimise asset 
bases.  

Not only does MindSphere connect 
real things to the digital world, it 
also enables powerful industry 
applications and digital services to 

drive business success, including 
support for an open platform partner 
ecosystem that can develop and 
deliver new applications.

In the past ten years, consumers 
have benefitted greatly from the 
remarkable productivity leaps in 
the manner in which they purchase 
and travel thanks to their own 
digital journey.  

It is now industry’s time to reap 
the rewards of the innovative 
advancements in cloud 
connectivity, data storage and 
computing technology that sit 
at the heart of the powerful 
digitalisation offering.

The digital revolution is an exciting 
time for process industries.  It is 
the foundation that will transform 
how process companies can plan 
asset and plant management 
more intelligently, link together 
disparate elements of the 
processing operation to maximum 
effect, and support ambitions to 
gain a technology edge over the 
competition.
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The UK economy badly needs 
engineering businesses to engage 
with young people to promote 
jobs in this sector. Many companies 
are already doing this, and 
manufacturing supporters such as 
MPs need to get up to speed with 
what’s happening. Will Stirling 
visits Get up to Speed (GUTS) in 
Sheffield to see how employers 
connect with children in Yorkshire.

Seven years ago I visited The 
Blue Shed on Brightside Lane in 
Sheffield to see an engineering 
outreach event for school children 
in South Yorkshire.

Inside (literally a big shed) it 
was dark, there were maybe 
20 exhibitors, an odd-looking 
speedboat as the centrepiece 
exhibit and several groups of 
school kids milling about. The 
organisers were enthusiastic and 
there was a fair bit to see but it 
was missing something and frankly 
needed work to capture children’s 
imagination.

Fast forward to 2018 and step into 
“Get up to Speed” at the Magna 
Science Centre in Rotherham (18 
April), and you will see a Formula 1 
car, McLaren 570S Spider, a biplane, 
The British Army with Foxhound 
armoured car and  military kit, 
a Porsche 997 Cabriolet and 
James Dean’s replica Porsche, 
CNC machining, a Theatre of 
Engineering run by University of 
Sheffield students, make your own 
mechanical seal display and even 

the dark lord himself, Darth Vader 
complete with evil Empire troops.

Get up to Speed with STEM, aka the 
memorable “GUTS”, is the leading 
event in Yorkshire and the Humber 
linking school children to jobs in 
engineering and manufacturing, 
possibly the biggest in the North of 
England. In 2011 it had about 500 
exhibitors and visitors combined, 
this year over 2,300 visitors – 
mainly schoolchildren – attended 
of 2,500 who registered from 48 
schools, up 20 per cent on 40 
schools in 2017. Schools come from 
beyond Yorkshire, and schools from 
anywhere in the UK are welcome. 
Scarborough Engineering Week, 
90 miles away, is another great 
education outreach event but GUTS 
pips it on numbers.

Here, kids can machine metal, build 
a Bailey bridge, sit in a McLaren 
Spider, drive a Formula 1 simulator, 
spin on the Santander bike display, 
wear an Occulus Rift VR headset, 
assemble a complex mechanical 
seal and learn about what these 
components do in industry, and 
many other press, push, question 
and answer engagements.

Crucially, kids can ask questions 
and talk to students, especially 
about what subjects such as 
computer science, electronic and 
mechanical engineering are really 
like to study. This is at the Theatre 
of Engineering display, a whole 
section run by the University of 
Sheffield. “We challenged 20 or so 
students 12-months ago, to come 
up with something for the event,” 
says chair of the GUTS steering 

Want more kids to be engineers? 
Then Get up to Speed!

group and CEO of The work-wise 
foundation John Barber. “They 
pulled off an amazing thing – an 
interactive display of different 
engineering courses. They will 
now take their display to different 
events, raising sponsorship, and the 
students get real practical project 
management out of it.”

Business benefit

GUTS is humming with local 
companies and the VIP lunch was 
heaving with businesses from 
across the county – consider 
AESSEAL, Doncasters, Henry 
Boot Construction, Liberty Steel, 
Macalloy, Naylors, Polypipe, Lloyds, 
Rolls-Royce, Santander and Wates. 
It had 78 exhibitors this year. Do the 
exhibitors get any ROI? “There is 
for some, for Liberty Steel GUTS is 
tied to their apprentice recruitment, 
and we’ll accommodate their 
recruitment cycle when we 
schedule GUTS next year,” says 
Barber. Some companies will find 
apprentices at the event. “For 
example Doncasters Bramah hired 
Josh Belk on an apprenticeship 
following his visit to GUTS in 2017,” 
John says. In another example, a 
teenager with Asperger’s syndrome 
who visited GUTS has since 
joined an engineering business in 
Chesterfield. Because he is focused, 
the company says he is one of 
their best employees. AESSEAL 
has employed at least two former 
youngsters who visited GUTS.

by Will Stirling
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It is important for companies to be 
aware of market developments 
which affect their major customer 

groupings.  As the steel industry is 
the single largest sector serviced 
by BMPCA members, ISSB Ltd 
have been engaged to provide 
quarterly market update reports.  

These presentations will 
monitor changes in key 
variables which have 
been identified, over a 
number of years, and 
are known to impact 

on the prosperity of both global 
and local steel industries.  The 
factors include: demand, capacity 

BMPCA/ISSB
utilisation, traded volumes, Chinese 
activity, UK specific issues, raw 
material and steel product price 
trends, macro- economic factors and 
the impacts of trading legislation 
such as tariffs and quotas.

ISSB is a leading supplier of 
global trade data for steel and 
raw materials. Trade data is 
vital for understanding the 
market for any given product or 
country.  The company maintains 
a comprehensive database of 
international trade in steel and 
steelmaking raw materials for more 
than 70 countries which include all 

major steel producing nations and 
collectively account for over 97% of 
global steel output.  This high level 
of coverage also allows an accurate 
assessment of trade flows for those 
countries where national trade data 
is not available and enables ISSB 
to map the world’s movements 
of steel and raw materials.  The 
database provides access to up-
to-date and historical steel trade 
data. Whether the customer is 
a steel producer, a consultant to 
the industry, a shipping company 
or a trade association, ISSB’s data 
can form the basis for further 
analysis into the markets and trade 
for various products, from iron ore 
and steel scrap to specialised alloy 
products and HDG.  Data is available 
down to individual tariff code level.  

ISSB has been in business for 
almost 30 years and over that time 
has developed an unparalleled 
understanding of global trade.   ISSB 
provides a marketing service to UK 
steel producers but also has a global 
customer base and provides a wide 
range of publications and custom 
reports or access to the online 
database, via subscription.    

© 2018 ISSB Limited

Other B2B benefits can be 
measured in soft ways – the 
space is full of local employers 
talking and provides an annual 
engineering-centric focal point for 
firms, in the absence of the now 
discontinued Global Manufacturing 
Festival in Sheffield. There is a 
Business Breakfast with panel 
debate, featuring star motorsport 
entrepreneur David Richards CBE, 
chairman of Prodrive and the 
Motorsports Industries Association, 

and a VIP lunch. Exhibitors’ staff 
certainly enjoy talking to children 
about their companies, Barber says, 
and companies want to bring their 
apprentices here. “A local company 
might look like a good one to 
work for – by coming to GUTS and 
meeting their people you can tell 
more about them.”

GUTS hosts an awards programme, 
the Innovation Competition 
awards. At the start of January, 11 
companies set engineering-based 
challenges to 11 schools. Judges 
including Sheffield’s Master Cutler 
picked the winners and these were 
announced at GUTS. This helps 
give other students the desire to 
enter the competition and make 
something.

But the No. 1 KPI is to get children 
inspired and enthused about 
engineering and manufacturing 

careers. Even if they sit in a sports 
car, it will make them think – why is 
this car here? The reason is because 
McLaren chose to locate its new 
composite monocoque factory next 
to Factory2050 nearby, moving 
production from Austria to the UK 
because of the skills the AMRC with 
Boeing – which recently graduated 
its 1,000 apprentice – has helped 
to produce in the county’s 
engineering talent pool.

To read the full article please visit 
https://www.getuptospeed.org.
uk/news/want-more-kids-to-be-
engineers-then-get-up-to-speed

Get up to Speed with STEM 2019 
in association with work-wise is 
running is on Wednesday 27th 
March 2019. Contact the organisers 
for exhibition information and to 
book your school a visit:  
www.getuptospeed.org.uk
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Business Meeting
Thursday 19th July 2018
Siemens, Congleton

Business Meeting & AGM
Thursday 4th October 2018
JCB, Staffordshire

BMPCA Annual Lunch
Thursday 15th November 2018
Painters’ Hall, London

Business Meeting
Thursday 17th January 2019

Forthcoming  
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